Re: Registry Request #2010012, Allow allocation of numeric-only domains in .TEL

Dear Vladimir,

ICANN has conducted a preliminary review of Telnic’s request to allow allocation of numeric-only domains in .TEL, in accordance with the Registry Services Evaluation Policy and process set forth at http://www.icann.org/registries/rsep/rsep.html.

Based on the information provided, ICANN’s preliminary review did not identify any significant Competition, Security or Stability issues. As noted in the proposal, implementation requires a modification to the .TEL Registry Agreement (signed 30 May 2006) and Appendices 6 and S. These proposed modifications will be published for public comment and consideration by the ICANN Board.

Please let us know if you have any questions.

Francisco Arias
Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN)
4676 Admiralty Way, Suite 330
Marina del Rey, CA 90292
Phone: +1 310.578.8677